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Inspired by those "idealistic dreamers of old" – the 1950s, when luxury was not only a status symbol, but a fundamental part
of life. The pioneer carrozzeria avic drz90 boot design, which is based on a manufacturing technological know-how of over
80 years, is a real superiorelectronics company, which combines all the technical ingenuity and research, combined with the
creativity of genius designers.Mixed metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as biomimetic catalysts: dynamic environmental
responsive synergistic catalytic behavior. A systematic study was performed on the cooperative catalytic effect of two
functional metal nodes inside one organic-inorganic framework (MOF). It revealed that the catalytic activities of metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) containing redox-active metal ions were much more different than their physicochemical
properties. Complex [Co(bix)(μ-OH)(bix)]n (1) shows the highest catalytic activity for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP)
in the presence of reducing agents (NaBH4 and ascorbic acid), while the other {Co(bix)(μ-OH)(mim)}n
(mim=1-methylimidazole) complexes displayed obvious inhibition effects in 4-NP reduction in the presence of catalytic
H2O2. The cooperative catalytic behavior of 1 was observed to originate from the synergetic effect between CoIII/II redox-
active sites on its P2N2P'2 oxygen bridge network. In contrast, in the absence of catalytic H2O2, 1 showed only a
competitive reaction with 4-NP. Furthermore, the catalytic behavior of a mixed metal-organic framework, [Co(bix)(μ-
OH)(bix)(L-H)]n (2), changed with the introduction of a secondary amine group, which caused the significant variation of
the ionic bonding and surface interactions. When 2 was tested in the presence of catalytic H2O2, not only its catalytic activity
on 4-NP reduction was obviously improved but also it acted as a mutual proton conductor to trigger the formation of the μ-
oxo bridge 1,4-bis(μ-oxo)benzoquinone-2,6-dioxolate (μ-oxo bridged species). The second metal-organic framework was
found to possess another pathway leading to the corresponding mixed metal-
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